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Amazingly realistic terrain mats!
        

We are very proud to present to you our superb range of flexible textured mats, 
gorgeously hand painted to give you a superior quality backdrop for your battles
that can be safely rolled up for easy transport! 
Please do not ask for discounts, high quality products are expensive. We 
believe these are the best terrain backdrops available on the market; every mat 
is painstakingly hand made and hand painted (incidentally, that means no two 
mats can ever be identical!). These are not mass produced industrial products, 
they are the work of very skilled artists and are necessarily priced accordingly. 
Don't get this the wrong way, but if price is your main concern there are plenty 
cheaper alternatives elsewhere...

These mats are not printed fabrics 
but are made up of a number of 
layers built on a strong heavy 
synthetic non-woven fabric, colored 
and flocked as appropriate to give 
an even more realistic effect. The 
ground scatter, grass and flocks are 
sealed and embedded right into the 
material itself and are guaranteed to
withstand the heaviest usage! 
Because of this and the exceptional 
visual impact these mats are perfect
for professional usage such as 
display games and display windows 
in shops!

You can se  e our mats in action   in Sergio (of “Drums and Shako” fame) blog

or on our own blog at: http://baueda.blogspot.it/search/label/backdrop
We can make these in any custom size up to 1200x2400mm

(4' x 8') for any terrain type you like!

However please be aware that the maximum size that can be handled by normal post is 140
cm. If your mat is larger and you want it shipped rolled you would need to arrange collection
by a courier, otherwise will have to ship folded.

If  you  order  a  mat  with  some  uncommon  characteristic  you'll  be  asked  to  pay  a  non-
refundable deposit of 20% at the time of the order and the rest once the job is completed,
upon approval of pictures of it, subject to your complete satisfaction of course!

http://baueda.blogspot.it/search/label/backdrop
http://drumsandshakos.blogspot.it/search/label/terrain
http://drumsandshakos.blogspot.it/search/label/terrain


It takes approximately 6 weeks for a custom made mat to be ready; this does not change with
the mat size, it is due exclusively to the actual manufacturing process. To ensure the terrain
mat  is  perfectly  dry,  so as to  reach its  optimal  strength before being rolled or  folded for
transport, we will let it "mature" at least another full week after that before shipping. 

Approximate standard color guide:

We can make any color and ground cover combination required.

Roads and water effects can be added as needed.





Unfortunately these mats can only be made on a special manufacturing table; the mat needs 
to be secured to the table during the whole process so any new job has to wait until there is a 
large enough portion of the table free. We work on a first come first served bases but please 
note that it is easier to find a free spot for smaller orders: if your job requires the whole table it
will have to wait until all the previous ones are finished before we can get started on it. An 
order for a smaller mat could fit on the table at the same time as another small job and in this 
case it may jump some place in the queue.



Generally there are always quite a few jobs in the queue at any given time, which means a 
large custom mat could take up to a couple of months to be ready, but please understand this 
is subject to change continually.

Pricing depends from size, as follows:

Item
code

Description Price per foot2 Price for a mat 

TM60 60x60 (2’ x 2’) €17.4 €69.50

TM90 90x90 (3’ x 3’) €15.8 €142.20

TMX 120x120 (4’ x 4’) or larger €14.2 €227.20

WW Water feature added x2 Base cost + water
effect area

For example for a TM60 with a waterway along one edge, half a foot wide it 
would be 17.4 x  4 square feet (base mat cost) + 17.4 x 2 (water effect cost) x 1 
square foot (water effect area) = €104.30 tot.

Drop us an e-mail for a free quote with no obligation at models@baueda.com

mailto:models@baueda.com

